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Masonry Shelf Brackets 

This guidance is not exhaustive but contains the points that are considered fundamental to varies 

types of masonry support systems.  The guidance is taken from the Ancon and IG installation 

details although it is acknowledged that other manufacturers may have slightly different guidance 

Inspection – Please advise when the first lengths of shelf bracket will be installed 
 

Ancon  https://www.ancon.co.uk/products/masonry-support and IG http://igmasonrysupport.com/ 

 are the main suppliers of masonry support using the same principles for installation 
 

There should always be at least a single shim in place for isolation between metals and/or 
for a thermal break. 
 

To accommodate a small increase in cavity 
width, shims can be inserted between the 
support structure and the bracket.  Shims are 
available in various thicknesses. The combined 
thickness of shims used per bracket should 
never exceed the outside diameter of the bolt or 
generally 12mm (check design) whichever is 
less. The collective number of shims that can be 
used is sometimes limited to three and these 
must support, and come into contact with the full 
load bearing zone of the bracket.  

 
 

By the correct shimming and installation the brickwork should not oversail the edge of the 
shelf by more than 1/3rd 
 

Vertical adjustment is offered by means of a slot to the rear and 
often a toothed washer which should engage the serrated slot in 
the support bracket. The washer should be in line with the 
serrated slot.  IG tend to have their logo in the corner so that you 
can see the orientation of the washer 

 

 
 

Check the design to see where the cavity tray is required. IG require a course of bricks to be 
laid on the shelf and allowed to cure (1-2 days) prior to laying a cavity tray on.  Then the 
cavity tray (if required) should be installed prior to installing a further 5 course of masonry 
which should be allowed to sure (1-2 days) 
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